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Nature-based insurance (NBI) solutions are an innovative approach to provide financing that protects the 
natural assets and systems that generate protection services against natural disasters. Protecting these systems 
is becoming increasingly important as the frequency and severity of destructive natural events increase with 
climate change. More than ever, we must invest in environmental services to ensure their future resiliency and 
maintain the efficacy of their protective services. 

While the idea of NBI is certainly promising, it can be challenging to design an insurance product for a natural 
asset. This is because insurance policies need four main components to be successful: defined physical boundaries 
where the policy is active, the explicit risk the policy protects against, the triggering metric that initiates the 
policy’s payout, and identification of beneficiaries that receive direct protections from the insured asset against 
the identified risk. Further still, it is hard to use insurance as a systems-oriented financing strategy due to the fact 
it typically needs to insure discrete assets within predetermined bounds of time and space. Since many natural 
systems do not operate within clearly defined bounds, and numerous assets provide compounding benefits to 
the ecosystem’s functionality, a holistic approach to system resiliency via insurance protection is often infeasible. 
Additionally, even if you find a natural system that satisfies the requirements of insurance viability, a system-
oriented approach to NBI would inherently suffer from the free-rider problem as there would likely be beneficiaries 
within the system that do not contribute to the policy but still receive benefits from its protection.

However, some natural systems would support an NBI resiliency approach. Watersheds are a particularly attractive 
option because the flooding risk that occurs within these drainage basins is contained within topographical 
boundaries, and built assets inside these watersheds are directly impacted by the flooding that occurs. Also, 
the amount and type of flooding can easily be measured, and the relative risk allocation of the predetermined 
flooding event can be quantified based on the beneficiary’s location within the watershed. To address the free-
rider problem, a pooled fund can be utilized to collate contributions of different beneficiary classes based on 
their determined risk allocation. This approach allows individuals with lower flood risk to participate based on 
their relative exposure, while still making it economically feasible for the insurance company to supply systems-
oriented NBI serving a large diversity of beneficiaries. 
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Of course, the concepts of watershed management and flood insurance are not new. What is novel about this 
strategy is approaching them together, and pooling the payments to provide the most cost-effective and equitable 
protection possible – serving both the natural environment and the communities within it. Providing disparate 
protections to individual assets does not encourage the right incentive structures to support strategic, science-
based protections to reduce flood risk in the most cost-effective way per dollar spent. It also limits small urban 
and rural communities from receiving benefits from these programs since the premiums are often too expensive 
for smaller economies to bear alone. It is for these aforementioned reasons that a pooled fund was established to 
insure the Mesoamerican Reef. Different states that derive storm surge protection from the Mesoamerican Reef 
pay into the MAR Fund, who in turn allocate funding to restoration initiatives including an NBI for the reef. This 
allows the MAR Fund flexibility to view flood mitigation on a systems-level as opposed to site-by-site; making 
available funding more impactful for all.  

FEASIBILITY OF THE WATERSHED-BASED NBI MODEL

As discussed, a holistic watershed nature-based insurance policy relies on the utilization of a pooled financing 
mechanism, in which all beneficiaries pay into a shared trust based on the proportional risk they face towards 
an external event. The mechanism, in turn, purchases the insurance product for flood mitigation of the entire 
defined watershed system. To adequately understand how this framework can effectively protect pooled 
beneficiaries while minimizing the free-rider problem, it is helpful to understand how watersheds work.

Watersheds are natural boundaries that collect and channel water. Watersheds can be thought of as 
natural funnels. The borders of these funnels (known as drainage divides) are defined by ridges and hills making 
up a regions’ local topography. When precipitation falls – either as snow or rain – it flows downhill. As it travels 
various smaller tributaries converge to make up rivers (see fig. 1). These rivers ultimately converge at outflow 
points such as reservoirs and the ocean.

Figure 1: Diagram of a watershed.
Blue arrows depict the movement
of water, yellow circles depict
convergence points of waterways,
orange circles label different
beneficiaries that exist within
a watershed.
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Watersheds are composed of successively smaller hydrological units, allowing policy scalability 
and replicability. These drainage divides allow us to clearly define which watershed precipitation will impact. 
Though some watersheds can be quite large, they can be sub-divided into successively smaller hydrologic units 
(see fig. 2). Regardless of the size, watersheds present natural basins where flooding risk can occur. This allows for 
policies to be drawn for a variety of watershed sizes and to have improved control of the beneficiaries covered by 
the policy by encompassing those who fall within the range of the protected watershed.

Figure 2: Diagram of a watershed
with smaller nested watersheds
within. Insurance policies can be
scaled up or down to adequately
capture 1) system-wide risk, and
2) exclude beneficiaries whose
benefit may be too low to justify
participation, thereby removing
free-riders.

Watersheds capture all flood-based risk. Since drainage divides create natural funnels for water, any 
current or future flood risk is enclosed within the watershed system. This means that precipitation-based flooding 
in the form of rain or snow (via snowmelt) is represented within a watershed. Additionally, tidal surge is also 
incorporated near outflow points. Therefore, the discrete risk and payout trigger can be as detailed or generic as 
desired. For instance, payouts could be triggered for any flooding that exceeds a certain water mark or solely for 
flooding caused by snowmelt. 

Due to the behavior of watersheds, policy providers have considerable control as to how they define the bounds 
of the NBI and risk they insure. It also allows them to have increased power to eliminate free riders from the 
system. For example, let us consider an NBI for the model watershed included in figure 1. Jurisdictions C, D, and 
E may all want flood insurance protection but counties A and B are not willing to participate due to the marginal 
risk they face from flooding. Instead of including the entirety of the larger watershed, boundaries can be redrawn 
to encompass the risk and respective cost of the participating parties. This means that any mitigation strategies 
implemented for the insured watershed, such as wetlands or flood plains, would be developed below the excluded 
jurisdictions. This still enables a systems-based approach to flood mitigation, but excludes those who do not 
contribute from participating in the benefits.



UTILIZING A POOLED FINANCING STRUCTURE TO PURCHASE THE 
NBI AND MANAGE PAYOUT DISTRIBUTION

Pursuing a systems-based NBI naturally may garner critique due to the complexity of delineating payment 
responsibility. Also, disagreements may arise regarding where flood mitigation solutions are placed – should 
those assets be placed close to the municipalities who paid into the insurance, or should they be strategically 
distributed throughout the watershed boundary that provides the maximum flood reduction protection based 
on hydrological data? Financing the NBI using a pooled fund helps eliminate the complexity and payout allocation 
debate because all beneficiaries contribute based on their relative risk exposure. It would then be at the discretion 
of the fund manager to allocate payouts for disaster mitigation efforts based on where restoration efforts are 
needed most.

Not only does a pooled funding method provide the incentive structure necessary for systems-based NBI, but it 
also provides more room for equitable participation in the policy. Let us reexamine our figure 1 watershed model. 
Suppose that county B is vulnerable to damage to its flood protection assets and would like to participate in the 
NBI policy. However, they are a much smaller jurisdiction than county C with fewer budgetary resources to pay for 
the policy. If payments were divided equally, county B would likely be unable to secure protection. Instead, with 
a pooled funding method where payments are based on proportional risk exposure, county B would be able to 
afford to participate in the policy and receive protective services. This also benefits county C, because it allows 
for flood mitigation measures to be taken further up in the watershed and thereby further reducing its flood risk 
exposure and lowering the total cost they would have to pay if their county was required to shoulder its total risk 
burden alone. 

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS TO A WATERSHED-BASED NBI FOR
FLOOD PROTECTION

A pooled fund that purchases nature-based flood protection insurance across an entire watershed has the 
potential to provide effective, equitable coverage to the natural ecosystem and the communities that live within 
it. In addition to the direct benefits previously identified, there are also additional benefits that can be derived 
from insuring a system with this strategy:

Allows you to consider the entire system for flood mitigation solutions  - a watershed approach 
to flood insurance allows you to protect strategic assets within the watershed that have the greatest 
flood mitigation potential across the entire system, not just disparate locations that serve individual 
municipalities with limited capacity for overflow

Generates a more compelling cost-benefit argument -  per dollar spent, a systems-based approach 
allows you to look at flood mitigation systems in its entirety rather than contained centralized risk, 
allowing for more mitigation impact per policy payout dollar generated 



Permits testability of a decentralized risk ownership concept based on proportional exposure to 
different events - the success of the concept of nature-based insurance builds on the normalization 
of decentralized risk ownership. While the relative allocation of risk can be quantified and respectively 
priced, approaching systems-based solutions means understanding that collective benefits can 
generate larger value than isolated improvements

Utilizing a systemic approach aligns with municipal and federal climate change resiliency 
priorities – Canada has made several commitments to building climate resiliency and adaptation to 
its built and natural protective assets. A watershed-centric NBI may be an attractive piece of Canada’s 
suite of solutions and may unlock capacity for more pilots and governmental funding

Several innovative financing mechanisms can be used to support policy viability long-term 
– As mentioned, a pooled financing structure called the MAR Fund was created to support the 
parametric insurance policy taken out on the Mesoamerican Reef. Originally, this was established by 
KfW as an endowment to support both continuous and emergency restoration response for the MAR. 
This pooled fund was meant to generate enough funds to support proactive resiliency measures to 
storm surge mitigation in Central America, but insurance became the more cost-effective solution 
for disaster response. Smart finance mechanisms like these can allow for the purchase of insurance 
policies as well as strategic investment frameworks to invest in the long term viability of these policies 
and natural mitigation assets

Pooled funds coupling large and small cities within a watershed can provide economic feasibility 
for smaller municipalities - often the municipalities that glean the largest benefits from insurance 
protection are the ones that do not have the economies of scale robust enough to justify an insurance 
policy on their own. A pooled financing structure can allow for smaller jurisdictions to participate 
in nature-based insurance solutions and receive equitable protections from the policy because of 
anchored contributions by larger, higher risk municipalities


